
 

Teacher’s Day Celebration 

 

 B.A,B.Sc,B.Ed department of DAV College had organized an online function on 

the occasion of Teacher’s Day due to the on-going situation of the pandemic. 

The function was carried out through virtual media. It was organized by the 

senior most batch of the department.  

The function was graced by the presence of respected principal of the DAV 

College Dr. Pawan Sharma, respected head of the department Miss Anu 

Sharma and the respected faculty members of the  B.A,B.Sc,B.Ed department. 

The function was initiated with the words of percipience by the respected 

principal of DAV college followed by respected HOD ma’am. The students were 

given an exceptional opportunity to showcase their talents through virtual 

media which was carried out via google meet. The function was made 

enthralling with the virtual performances by the senior most students of the 

year. It began with the blessings of  Maa Saraswati in which the students of B.A 

B.Ed. and B.Sc. B.Ed. performed on Vandana. The students from both the 

streams came up with various items. Students of B.Sc. B.Ed.  presented an act 

indicating the current scenario of the families amid pandemic. Another 

humorous act was presented by the students of B.A B.Ed. showing the 

situation of teachers and students during online classes. The function was 

further accompanied by various other entertaining solo performances 

including a soliloquy portraying the problems of a teacher during the online 

classes. The function also included singing, poem recitation and speeches. The 

function was brought to an end gradually with a beautiful video message by all 

the senior students of both of the streams paying tribute to all the teachers of 

the department as well as every teacher who’s working so hard day and night 

amid pandemic so the student can get their education without any hassle even 

in these difficult times. All the students performed enthusiastically and the 

function went smoothly. 





 


